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ABSTRACT
This work st and s as a ~ontribution in the
area of the man-ma -::hin e -::Qmmuni~ations. In
the f ield of Computer Aided Design the
solu ti on of su-::h a problem has led us to the
definition
and
realization
of
an
indipendent in terfa-::e pla-::ed in front of
solid
modellers
a-::~epting
C.S.G.
definitions.
This
s ystem
is
able
to
simu late the orthographi~ proje-::tio ns of
the spe-::ified part without a~t i vat ing the
solid modeller. The illustrated interfa-::e
is a part of an integra ted system -::alled
CADHE.

RESUME'
Ce travail se situe -::omme -::ontribution dans
le domaine de la -::ommuni-::ation hommema-::hine. Dans le domaine de la C.A.O. la
solution de -::e problem no us a po rte' a la
definition d'une interfa-::e indipendante
qui peut etre -::onne-::tee a des systemes de
modelisation
volum ique
a-::-::eptan
des
definitions du genre C.S.G. Ce systeme peut
simuler les proje-::tion ortogonales de la
p i e-::e de-::rite sans utiliser le modelleur
vo lumique.
Le
systeme
illustree
fait
partie d'un systeme integre' pour C.F.A. O.
n o mme' CADM E.
KEY 11 0 RDS : so 1 i d
u s er interfa-::e

mod e 11 i n g ,

i n t era ~ t i on ,

Introduction
To under s tand the logi-::al pro-::ess followed
in the illustrated system and the soft war e
p ro pose d tools we have to ~larify the
me a n ing we give, following Stafford Beer
[1] , to the wo rd s "-::apa-::ity" and "ability".
Capacity stands for a syste mi-:: -::on-::ept: it
gi ve s
a.
value
of
the
theoreti~al
p e rf o rman-::es of a system , without any
~ons ider a tion
about
the
~onstraints
i mpo s ed by the envi r on ment. On the other
h and , ability represent s what we -:-an really
ge t fr o m the system , n oti~in g that a n
in f o r m <l t i~
sy s tem be ~o m es mo r e and m<l r e
on ly a ~ omp o nent in mo re -:- o mplex and
in t ~g rat e d one s [ 2 ].

me~~ani~a

If a system is not able to express all its
potential features there have to be some
phenomena
whi-::h
are
restri-::ting
its
~apa-::ity; s u~h bottlene~ks may depend, and
this is our -::ase, on the big problem of manma chine intera-::tion. Generally the use of a
-::omputer imposes new me-::hanisms of formal
-::ommuni~ation whi~h are alie n to the way of
thinking of experts in other dis-::iplines.
The problem
A typi-::al example of systems whi -:-h join high
-::apa~ity and a usually low ability is tha t
of the Solid Modellers [3],[4J.
These systems have the main -::hara~teristi-::
of being able to merge in an unique
mathemati~al
model all the informatio n s
ne~essary
in the industrial pro-::ess o f
manufa-::turing solid obje-::ts (typi-::ally
me-::hani-::al parts). Solid modellers are
able to maintain all the geometri-::al and
topologi~al
feature s of the des~ribed
obje-::t,
logi-::ally
-::onne-:-ted
and
stru-::tured.
Traditionally
all
the s e
informations have to be dedu-::ed from a n on
~onne~ted
set
of
geometri-::al
a nd
topologi~al
data
represented
in
engineering drawings. Those data mu s t be
interpreted by an expert able to -::orrelate
them u sing representations, ~ o nv en ti ons
and standards.
What dramati~ally redu~es the ab i lity o f
su~h
systems resides in the inter a -::ti on
pro-::ess:
in fa-::t modellers mainly use
-::ommand la nguages whi-::h lead to the use o f
~omplex
senten-::e s
and
de s -::ribi ng
operations in a three dimensional sp a ~e : an
unfamiliar job to almost all the de sig n ers
[5 J.
Towards a solution
This work sugge s t s a s tep t o wa rods t he
solution of su-::h problem s , des -:: r i bing an
interfa-::e
s ystem
betw e en
Geo me tri -:Modellers and designers implement e d int 0
CAD 11 E s Ys t e m [1 5 ]: th e i n t e r f a -:- e s y s t e m ~ s
able to simUlate the wo rk of a mode ll er
be in g at the sam e tim e a mo re natu roa l t nu i
for th e usual user: a draftman.
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This system has been designed in such a way
to
represent
an
interactive
graphic
generalized front-end to solid modellers.
The adopted point of view was the "designer"
point of view who, in a design process, uses
the modeller mainly with the aim to create a
unique representation of a complex solid.
Thus the preliminary study has been devoted
to an analysis of the designer's usual ways
of working and of the problems arising
because of the introduction of modelling
systems.
We found that the existing modellers have
some disadvantages:
- the rei s a l 0 w 1 eve 1 0 fin t era c t i o'n ,
which is mainly based on the use of
sentences
in
a
specific
command
language
- the system is oriented towards the
modellers' problems rather than those
of the users'
- the designer is forced to produce
preliminary
sketches in order
to
obtain
the
geometrical
and
topological informations needed for
the model definition
- it is necessary to evaluate the model
to
obtain
the
visual
feed-back
assuring the user of the correctness
of the specified operations
As a matter of fact a mechanical designer
does want to use the modeller in a correct
and simple way, preserving methods which he
is accustomed to, avoiding, as much as
possible,
other difficulties connected
wi th the introduction of the computer in his
work. In other words the use of a modelling
system needs more interaction based on of
procedures (as much as possiqle graphical
one :'5 ) a 11 0 win g the use 0 f t r a d i t ion a 1
drafting
methods
(bidimensional
repre s entations of solid objects by mean s
of
orthographic
projections,
sections
etc.).
It
al so
needs
an
immediate
visualization of the
result~
of
each
action,
ope rating
on
the
graphical
bidimensional repre s entations.
The design of a system able to join capacity
of the modellers with ability started from
the
identification of such needs. The
r es ulting
s ystem,
indipendent
from
a
~pecific modeller, can be roughly divided
in two main part s: the first one allows the
u~er to de~cribe the object via drafting
proc~dure~ and perform~ the si mulat i on of
the re~ulting orth ()graphic projection~;
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the second one is really an interpreter,
used as a code generator to arrange commands
in the language of the modeller, starti ng
from
the
generalized
data
structure
defined during the designer work and stored
by the first module.
This solution also permits to avoid the
problems arising when a user, who has
learned the command language of a specific
modeller, tries to fit the shape of the part
he is going to design on the features of the
well known modeller; it should be better to
use, among different modellers, the one
which best performs the particular shape.
Thus,
the
unification
of
the
input
modalities adds freedom to the use of
different modelling systems .

A 2D drafting system as an emulator of the
Solid Modeller
The tipical task of a system which model s
rigid
solids
is
combining
simple
primitives in different ways to obtain
complex shapes. On the other hand, it is
possible to operate solid objects by mea ns
of a planar description, more simple and
natural for a designer. In order to obtain
these planar representations of complex
solid objects it is possible to resort to a
system which produces the orthographi c
projections
by
superimposing
several
planar
figures.
These
ones,
which
represent
sections
of
the
solid,
perpendicular to the point of view, can be
obtained
applying
logical
mult i valued
functions
of
union,
intersec tion,
difference, and finally superimposition,
to planar operand~ which represent coplanar
sections
of
the
so l ids
to
be
combined.
The problem is now that of bei ng able to
univocally represent complex shapes by
means of a sequence of characteristic
sections which are parallel one another . In
simple cases (see fig. 1) it is easy to
identify
such
sections;
in
these
situations it ' s enough to apply th e logical
function (the set union,
inter~ection.
difference) to the co -planar ~ections of
the objects, superimposing the results in a
second time applying a pro cedu re for hidden
line removal.
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By means of the "constructive" approach
[6]. followed by the simulation process. it
is easy to translate the graphic commands
for the definition and operation of solid s
in the 3D space into an equivalent set of
instructions for the definition of the 2D
figures and their combinations.

,;
,;

,;
I

I
,,--------------

,

Conneetions of the simulation system

-

,;

The simulation system I s dialog towards it s
environment is mainly kept by mea n s of tw o
modules (see fig. 2)
a) a user-interface system
b ) an interface towards the modell i n g
system

/

/

/

[; ,/
O>aracter1atic Secticns

Figure 2

/
Realization of the Logical operaticns

The first module is designed to acqu i re t he
geometric
and
topologic data
for
t he
definition of the solid primitive s i n t e rm s
of
dimentions ,
absolute
a nd
relat ~ve
positions,
and the operati o n s
betw een
them; it handles in an inte r activ e wa y the
dialog with the user. Using g r aphi ca l i nput
software tools which s imUlate the ti p~cal
tools of designers (a ruler, a pr o tra c t o r , a
drawing board) and hardware all o wing r eal
time 2-D and 3 -D transformation s f o r hi gh
interaction, a flex i ble a nd dyn a mic user interface ha s been implem en ted.

lA I

9JperiJrp:w1tion of the results
w1 t:h II1.ddo!n LiIr E:l1m1na tion

Figure
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The interactive part of a design process
coincides, in modellers, with a phase of
definition
of
simple
solid
shapes
(primitives) . This is performed in our
system describing primitives via their
three
orthogonal
projections.
These
projections are defined by users with
interactive
procedures
(graphic
and
alphanumeric);
permits
the
use
of
graphical
tools
and
modalities
of
interaction
which
can
be
chosen
and
activated via dynamic menus displayed on
the screen.
It is possible to select a "direct",
exclusively graphic, interaction (without
any of the software tools mentioned: ruler,
protractor and drawing-board) which is
based on the use of a graphical device (a
joystick) or an alphanumeric input (pairs
of coordinates typed on a keyboard) or a
pick device.
On the other hand, it is possible to select
one of the three software tools which can b e
u~ed
in one of the three modalities:
graphic, alphanumeric, pick.
The use of these tools make it PQssible to
join the ease of use of the graphic
interaction
instruments
with
the
precision,
which is necessary in
the
definition of shapes via their coordinate
values.
The second system , the interface between
the simulation system and the modeller,
called
"interpreter",
automatically
translates the designer actions into a set
of
instructions,
intelligible
for
a
modeller [16]; this has been done in order
to o btain the mathematical model of the
defined
object.
In
order
to
have
a
gener al ized channel between the system and
the modeller we maintain a common basis for
t he
different
modellers:
this
basic
element resides in the "constructive"
approach for the input modalit i es of the
different modelling systems.
The interface betwee n the simulator and the
modeller is a processor which, starting
from a generalized data structure created
during the phase of definition of complex
solids, is able to generate the shape
(geo metry and topology) of the designed
o bje ct .
This modular it y l ets a possibility of u sing
the user in terface and the ~i mulat ing
system combined wi th diff erent modell ers .
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Our applications deal with three differe nt
"translators", each of which related to a
particular
modeller.
The
first
two
modellers used are: PADL1, developed by the
University
of
Rochester,
N.Y.
[7].[8].[9],[10],[11]
and
TIPS1,
developed in Japan by a research group of
the Hokkaido University [12],[13]. As a
note
we
underline
the
substantial
difference between the langua ges of this
two modellers.
\'/'e have built up a third "translator", which
is necessary for the system to support a
modeller, ba s ed on a C.S.G. approach and a
Ray Casting technique [14], developed in
the CADME research group, Politecnico di
Milano.
An eJ:ample
In the design of a simple mecha nic al part
are
defined
the
geometrical
and
topological features of the part itself. In
figure 3 is shown a moment of this phase. In
the picture it is possible to note the four
graphic windows:
in one of the three
bidimensional ones the user is interacti ng
with the system via the simulation o f a
drawing
board.
The
three-dimens ional
window maintains a wire frame echo of the
object already created. The other parts of
the screen are devoted
to the me nus
(commands, instruments, swithes, figure's
names)
and
to
the
alphanumeric
interaction.
At the end of the interactive phase, which
gives as a result the object representati on
via its orthogonal projections , the user
may instance the chosen modell ing system;
this one creates the mathematical model of
the solid object.
Figures 4,5 and 6 show three results
obtained submitting to three different
modellers the results o f the implemented
interpreters;
the
pictures
refer
respectively to PADL 1 , TIPS1 and CADME.
Conclusions
The present implementation is able to deal
with objects in "two and half" dimensi ons
defined using two primitives: box and
cylinder. The extwnsion for fully thre e
dimensional objects is under development
and testing.
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F i g u re 3
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Figure 6

Figure 4
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